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Heart and Soul 
(The last of four documents related to  

the mission and identity of Solidarity Bridge) 
 

by 
Juan Lorenzo Hinojosa, Ph.D. 

 
 

Most of what is broadly known of Solidarity Bridge/Puente de Solidaridad is its 

impact on those who are touched by the outreach of these two organizations - be 

they patients, missioners or partners in collaboration.  These impacts could be 

likened to the fruits of a tree.  But before there can be fruits, there must be a tree.  A 

tree gives fruit if it is sustained by strong roots.  The roots, which we might call the 

heart and soul of Solidarity Bridge/Puente de Solidaridad, are our topic here.  

    The first version of Solidarity Bridge’s vision statement contained the phrase:  

“Impelled by the love of Christ…”  This phrase deeply resonates within me.   To be 

impelled is to be moved - not only moved, but moved in a decisive manner.    Many 

followers of Judaism, Buddhism, Hinduism or the other great traditions experience 

being impelled.  Solidarity Bridge is blessed to have members of its community who 

are impelled from these traditions in addition to those with a humanist impulse.  

Christians experience this “being impelled” to come from the Holy Mystery 

manifested in and through Jesus the Christ.   

    Love is more difficult to describe, with countless people having written so much 

about it.  I use the word in the sense of its meaning within the Christian tradition.   

Caritas, or the love that is in us as a result of the Christ experience, is a love that 

springs from being loved.  God’s embrace, through Christ, is the full acceptance of 

each of us in our giftedness, dignity, fragility and brokenness.  This generative love 

calls us to be and to do.  It comes from God’s initiative and requires but our 

acceptance.  As we fall into the arms of this God of love, we in turn love with this 

same love.   

     St. Thomas Aquinas defined caritas as “willing the good of the other as other.”  

Caritas is a love that resides more in will than in feelings.  It is a love that is constant 
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and seeks to be effective in the good it desires for the other.  It is not dependent on 

my liking the other or thinking they deserve my love.  It is not dependent on the 

other’s attractiveness or worthiness.  This love is not based in my own ego’s needs, 

but in the needs of the other.  Caritas would not be love without an essential 

measure of compassion that emerges from experience and encounter.  

    To be impelled “by the love of Christ” has an ambiguity in it.  Are we impelled by 

Christ’s love of us or by our love of Christ?  Both are necessary, with the precedent 

being Christ’s love of us.  The Christ event, when it overtakes us, reveals the extent 

and scope of God’s love for us.  To take this in requires receptivity to a revelatory 

experience in the profundity of our being.  You, me, and every person, in addition to 

the natural world, are the product of a love without conditions and without limits.  

We cannot, with our minds, take this in.  When this love is experienced and 

interiorized, we experience one of those changes that change everything.   

    Part of the change that changes everything is the impulse that develops in us to 

love as we have been loved, and so, we are impelled by the love of Christ.  This 

passage from the New Testament expresses what I want to convey: 

 

“Dear friends, let us love one another, for love comes from God. 

Everyone who loves has been born of God and knows God. Whoever 

does not love does not know God, because God is love.  This is how 

God showed his love among us: He sent his one and only Son into 

the world that we might live through him.  This is love: not that we 

loved God, but that he loved us and sent his Son as an atoning 

sacrifice for our sins.  Dear friends, since God so loved us, we also 

ought to love one another.  No one has ever seen God; but if we love 

one another, God lives in us and his love is made complete in us.” 

(1John 4: 7-12) 

How can this love be concretized?  It is through solidarity.  (A description of 

solidarity can be found in the first of the four papers related to the work of 

Solidarity Bridge - “The Spiritual Foundations of Solidarity Bridge”.) Solidarity 
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makes caritas real in the world, and it is a spirituality of encounter that creates the 

possibility of solidarity.     Why is a spirituality of encounter important?  The love of 

Christ that impels us calls for encounter with the other.  Before there can be true 

dialog that might lead to solidarity, there needs to be encounter.   

     I believe that the spiritual practice that makes encounter possible is a key 

dimension of what can make love concrete.  What do I mean by a spiritual practice?  

I mean a developed activity or pattern that is consistent and disciplined and that is 

fruitful for one’s being in the world.  One such spiritual practice is what I call the 

discipline of encounter.  Each of us is more or less naturally gifted at encountering 

others.  So often, we come to most things with our own judgments and perspectives, 

often shutting down what could be a rich encounter.  

     Because I have a propensity toward privacy and inwardness, I have had to 

consciously develop disciplines that help encounter.   I have developed a discipline 

that sometimes is easy and at others, difficult.  I endeavor to come into a situation or 

to engage a person with an open field, receptive and expectant of something being 

revealed.  I try to first put aside the judging, comparing mind in order to listen 

deeply to what is being said and what is not being said.  I find that a curious 

inquisitiveness is a great help, as well as an expectancy that something significant 

can happen in the encounter.   Of course, we have to have some degree of clarity 

about our  contribution to the encounter.  Each of us brings different resources and 

expertise to the table.   

    I believe all that I have been describing is more possible if we have what one 

might call soul sight.  St. Theresa of Calcutta once said in speaking about the people 

she served: “Each one of them is Jesus in disguise.”  Our ordinary sight sees poor or 

sick people.  Our soul sight sees God.   

     To end, I would briefly like to draw out the analogy of the tree.  The roots of the 

mission of Solidarity Bridge/Puente de Solidaridad go deep, spreading life to the 

trunk, branches and leaves – those whose different levels of involvement create the 

means necessary to fulfill our mission.  We have boards of directors, staff, medical 
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leaders, volunteers and generous donors.  Each has their role and tasks, and all are 

important and needed.  Action cannot occur without each doing their part.   What 

then is the heart and soul of Solidarity Bridge/Puente de Solidaridad?  It is first of all 

a VISION that animates and informs our work, it is a PRACTICE that helps guide it 

and most importantly, it is the people who give themselves to this work of love and 

solidarity.  The motivation will be varied, but the roots are firmly planted in the 

great mystery of life that calls forth from us self-donation and encounter.   

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 


